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Introduction 
 

 

The saying that "beauty is in the eye of the beholder" has been, in one form or another, 

used since the third century. It should not be surprising that, according to the website 

phrases.org.uk, authors ranging from Shakespeare in Love's Labours Lost to Benjamin 

Franklin in Poor Richard's Almanack and David Hume in his essays Moral and Political 

all made use of similar phrases that express the same meaning. Which is that the 

perception of beauty is subjective (Martin). 

 This subjectivity is fundamental to the analysis this thesis will offer 

regarding the development, or rather the reader's change in perception with regard to the 

development, of the character Ben in two of Doris Lessing's novels.  The primary texts 

that will be discussed are The Fifth Child and its sequel Ben in the World.  Doris 

Lessing's novel The Fifth Child was published in 1989 and tells the story of a couple that 

are consumed with meeting or exceeding an imaginary standard of success.  As the 

name of the novel implies, problems arise when Ben, the couple's fifth child, is born.  

There is something wrong with Ben.  Initially, people pretend not to notice anything 

unusual about him; however, it becomes increasingly clear that Ben does not conform to 

the conventional definition of what constitutes ‘normal.’  He seems to be a throwback, a 

genetic misfit, a caveman born into a modern family.  The sequel to The Fifth Child, 

entitled Ben in the World, was published in 2000,  It narrates the story of Ben Lovatt 

from the time he is 18 until his death.  While the first novel, it will be argued, portrays 

Ben as the Other, this thesis suggests that Ben’s character is transformed into the 

Outsider in this second book.   
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It should be noted that, although it is entirely possible to read either of the two works 

independently, this thesis will consider both texts and seek to contrast two similar and 

related terms that can both be applied to Ben.  This thesis will focus on the distinction 

between the Other and the Outsider.  The aim of this thesis is to demonstrate that there 

is a fundamental difference between the Other and the Outsider that extends beyond the 

fact that both are different from the dominant group and that Lessing, through her 

descriptions of Ben and the interactions Ben has with other characters throughout the two 

novels, has made a decision to portray Ben as the Other in The Fifth Child and as an 

Outsider in Ben in the World.  Additionally, this essay concludes that the distinction 

between the Other and the Outsider is fluid.  It can be argued that while the character 

Ben changes little between the two novels, the reader’s perception of Ben does change 

markedly.  The motivation for examining this distinction is that although the Other and 

the Outsider are similar, there are fundamental differences between the two.  It will be 

argued that the primary texts illustrate these differences.  The differences between the 

Other and the Outsider are in an area that has not, until now, been examined with regard 

to Lessing’s work.  This thesis will demonstrate that in The Fifth Child the reader, 

because of the way in which Ben is described and the other characters’ interactions with 

Ben, is encouraged to view Ben as the Other.  Conversely, the reader is presented with a 

much more human Ben in Ben in the World.  This thesis argues that the descriptions of 

Ben and the way in which other characters interact with Ben encourage the reader to view 

Ben in a much more favorable light. 

Any examination of the conceptual differences between the Other and the 

Outsider must take into consideration Colin Wilson’s iconic text The Outsider which was 
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published in 1956.  Given that Wilson’s text is the first scholarly work devoted entirely 

to the concept of the Outsider, any thesis whose primary focus examines the Outsider 

would be remiss if it were to exclude Wilson.  This thesis will use several of the points 

Wilson makes in his work.  There is, however, a key difference between Wilson’s 

examination of the Outsider and this thesis.  Wilson tends to focus upon Outsiders who 

have a propensity to over-think a situation. This thesis focuses on the character of Ben 

who does not, in either The Fifth Child or Ben in the Word give any indication of abstract 

philosophical contemplation.  Despite this limitation, Wilson’s work provides a solid 

basis for a discussion of the concept of the Outsider.  This thesis proffers that the 

distinction between the terms is of interest due to the inherent implication of each 

classification.  This thesis will argue that in the novel The Fifth Child, Ben is relegated 

to a life of separation and a sense of hopelessness, which are characteristics found in an 

Other.  The character Ben in the novel Ben in the World, however, is able to achieve a 

sense of belonging which offers the possibility of finding comfort in the knowledge that 

he is connected to other human beings.  The ability to achieve a sense of belonging is, 

this thesis argues, both critical in the formation of the Outsider and clearly illustrated in 

Ben in the World.   

A review of the literature regarding Lessing’s works indicates that both of 

these novels have been the subject of academic inquiry.  Meng-Tsung Hsieh discusses 

the implications of Ben’s appearance in the novel Ben in the World.  In addition to 

highlighting the differences in Ben’s appearance from the appearance of other characters, 

which is a demonstration of Ben’s otherness, Hsieh also attempts to connect the name of 

the character in the novel with the fact that the name Ben has the meaning of son in 
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Hebrew.  “In addition, as the word means ‘son’ in Hebrew ‘Ben’ calls to mind a 

wandering human child in need of a ‘home’ “ (Hsieh 14-15).  While the significance of 

the relationship of the character’s name to the Hebrew word for son is tenuous, the focus 

which Hsieh places on Ben’s wandering, as shall be discussed later in this thesis, is 

significant.  Clare Hanson correctly adduces the differences between Ben and his family 

when she states “Family ties are further defamiliarized by Lessing in Ben in the World 

which explores “the implications of the genetic overlap between humans and other 

species” (176).  Shu-Ming Hung, in his doctoral thesis, explores what he refers to as 

“the challenge to normalcy through the body of the other” in Lessing’s The Fifth Child 

and Ben in the World (222).  While Hung does take into account the differences between 

Ben and other characters:  

Ben’s existence reminds readers that those who are treated “differently” in 

society, such as those with disabilities or from racial minorities or rejected 

for particular mental or bodily or behavioural “traits,” characterise the 

excluded who are not accepted by the inclusivity constructing dominant 

group (Hung 222). 

 

Hung does not specifically make a distinction between the concepts of the Other and the 

Outsider.  Rather, Hung’s conclusion is that Lessing created the character Ben to be 

used as a vehicle to illustrate the ways in which members of a dominant culture tend to 

stigmatize those who are different from that culture.  Isabel Anievas Gamallo examines 

Ben’s otherness in relation to his relationship with Harriet in The Fifth Child (Anievas 

Gamallo).  However, while both of the primary texts upon which this thesis will focus, 
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have therefore been the subject of scholarly work, little or no research has been carried 

out into how the concepts of the Other and the Outsider can be applied to The Fifth Child 

and Ben in the World. 

It could be argued that just as beauty is in the eye of the beholder, so is the 

difference between the Other and the Outsider; the difference, of course, being related to 

perception.  The often quoted saying that one man's terrorist is another man's freedom 

fighter, is an apt analogy regarding the differences in perception that can influence one's 

most basic feelings.  This thesis will analyze Ben, or the depiction of Ben's character, 

from primarily a psychoanalytical standpoint, and also incorporate salient points relating 

to post-colonialism. There is a fundamental shift in the way in which Ben is portrayed in 

both novels.  He is described much more negatively in the first novel than he is in the 

second.  It can be argued that while Ben, the character, had changed very little from one 

book to the next, the perception of Ben held by those around him changes.   

 In order to adequately examine the shift from Ben as an Other to Ben as an 

Outsider, it is paramount that the terms be clearly defined, and this thesis will incorporate 

a working definition of the terms.  The reader will be provided with examples of Ben as 

the Other as seen in The Fifth Child.  The examples of Ben as the Other will be coupled 

with a discussion regarding society's view of, as well as the implications of being labeled, 

the Other. The second part of this thesis will examine the idea of Ben as the Outsider in 

Ben in the World and provide relevant information regarding similarities and key 

differences between the Other and the Outsider.  Moments of change, as seen in the 

primary texts, between the two concepts will be isolated and examined.  This thesis will 
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speculate on the causes for the evolution from Other to Outsider, and will conclude with a 

discussion regarding the transition from one to the other. 

 

What is the Other? 

A literature review of the term the Other produces a plethora of scholarly works which 

consider the term. One can find articles, papers, and books that are concerned with the 

Other ranging from topics as diverse as the representation of Satan as the negative Other 

in the Qurʾān (Butler) to Transnational Queer Literature of the (Other) Americas 

(Monnet).  Edward Said, in his work Orientalism, makes the argument that the Other is 

often one who has been colonized.  That is, the Other is the person who comes from a 

society that, historically, has been oppressed.  Said directs his attention to the perception 

of people from the Middle East, and makes the case that, due to the power (economic, 

technological, and military) held by the West, the people of the Middle East are seen as 

inferior not only in the eyes of Westerners, but that this Otherness is often internalized by 

the indigenous peoples who have been colonized (Said 87-91). The idea of the Other in a 

post-colonial context is not limited to Said and Orientalism.  There is also evidence of 

this perspective being adopted by Native-American scholars. Emma LaRocque states, in 

her book When the Other Is Me: Native Resistance Discourse, 1850–1990, that the 

Western voice “…serves to discredit Native authors…” (Jenkins). According to Sullivan 

and Greenberg in their psychoanalytical analyses of The Fifth Child: 

 

Monstrous children stand out among the rest in the uncanny disturbance 

they generate, as if they arouse a more primordial terror than that of 
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expectancy violation or anxiety at the subversion of innocence.  Sigmund 

Freud’s theory of the uncanny, which argues that we are uniquely disturbed 

by entities that are simultaneously familiar and unfamiliar, captures 

something of the feeling but fails to adequately explain the source of the 

modern aversion to evil children (113-33). 

  

Sullivan and Greenberg continue to argue that one post-Freudian 

explanation for this aversion could be offered by terror management theory.  “TMT 

argues that fear of personal mortality is a primary motivating force behind human 

behavior” (Sullivan and Greenberg).  That is, children represent symbolic immortality 

or the idea that one’s children are one’s legacy.  TMT suggests that “fear of monstrous 

children is inseparable from fear of mortality and the breakdown of cultural strategies 

for repressing this fear” (Sullivan and Greenberg 114). 

It can be argued, therefore, that the concept of the Other is a broad one 

which can be applied by/to various segments of society.  This diversity prompts the 

question of what it is that these viewpoints have in common.  What is the Other and how 

does this relate to the character of Ben in Lessing’s The Fifth Child?  Ben is not 

connected to Satan or the Qurʾān, Ben is neither homosexual, nor is he a member of a 

colonized demographic.  Ben may be considered a monstrous child, but is Harriet’s 

reaction to Ben the result of her own fear of death?  This thesis suggests that such a 

conclusion, that Harriet has an aversion to Ben, because Ben reminds Harriet that 

eventually she will die, is merely speculation and unable to be verified. 
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 This thesis utilizes the following definition of the Other which is attributed 

to Dr. Lilia Melani: 

 

The Other is an individual who is perceived by the group as not belonging, 

as being different in some fundamental way.  Any stranger becomes the 

Other. The group sees itself as the norm and judges those who do not meet 

that norm (that is, who are different in any way) as the Other. Perceived as 

lacking essential characteristics possessed by the group, the Other is almost 

always seen as a lesser or inferior being and is treated accordingly.  The 

Other in a society may have few or no legal rights, may be characterized as 

less intelligent or as immoral, and may even be regarded as sub-human 

(Melani).  

 

Thus, given this definition of the term the Other, one is able to see a commonality in each 

of the works cited above.  That is, in the case of a dominant religion, be that religion 

Christianity, Judaism or Islam, the personage of Satan would be seen in a negative light.  

Similarly, it should not be surprising that in the heteronormative society, which 

dominated most of the Western world in the 20th century and which continues, for large 

segments of the population, to define the concept of normality homosexuals were, and in 

some demographics still are, considered deviants or less than human.  It can be argued 

that in the recent past, homosexuals were seen as the proto-Other. While it is true that 

many groups have been considered the Other in Western society, only homosexuals were 

classified as mentally ill, and by extension dangerous, based solely on their sexual 
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orientation.  In the United States this classification was officially removed in 1973 

(American Psychiatric Association).  Based on the above definition, one can also 

understand Said’s perspective when he applies the concept of the Other to historically 

oppressed peoples of the world.  Said argues that, in the context of post-colonialism, the 

Western nations, the nations with the most power, view themselves as the norm and judge 

all others to be inferior. That is, it can be argued that Said’s use of the concept of the 

Other in a post-colonial context is in agreement with Melani’s definition of the Other 

when she writes that “[t]he Other in a society may have few or no legal rights, may be 

characterized as less intelligent or as immoral, and may even be regarded as sub-human” 

(Melani). 

 

What about Ben? 

Prior to considering the question of the Outsider, it is important to establish that Ben’s 

character, in the first of the two texts, can be classified as the Other. What is it about Ben 

that sets him apart from everyone else?  This thesis suggests that the critical portion of 

Melani’s definition of the Other is: “…the Other is almost always seen as a lesser or 

inferior being…”.  It is this requirement, that the Other be viewed in a negative light, 

that results in a distinction between the concept of the Other and, as shall be shown later 

in this thesis, the Outsider. 

 Ben is born into a large, dysfunctional family in which his parents are 

obsessed with being perceived as living an ideal lifestyle. As such, the mere fact that Ben 

has been born, is seen by some members of his extended family as a black mark or a stain 

on an otherwise envious domestic situation, as they believe that his parents, Harriet and 
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David, have no need for more children.  Thus, it can be argued that Ben is considered 

the Other prior to his birth.  This is made clear when Ben’s parents are discussing his 

grandmother’s reaction to the pregnancy that would become Ben: “when she heard 

Harriet was pregnant again she would be angry. Very. And she would be right” (Lessing 

The Fifth Child 32).  Ben, it seems, is entering the world at a disadvantage, for instead 

of his family warmly anticipating his arrival, they are dreading the possibility of what 

may occur.  During the pregnancy, Harriet has a premonition that there is something 

wrong with her unborn child.  During the eighth month of the pregnancy, she asks the 

doctor to induce labor.  The doctor reminds Harriet that she (Harriet) believes inducing 

labor is wrong.  This rebuke causes Harriet to respond “ It’s not you who is carrying this 

– she cut off monster, afraid of antagonizing him” (Lessing The Fifth Child 47).  

Already, even before Ben is born, his extended family is unhappy that his mother is 

pregnant and his own mother believes him to be a monster.  This clearly demonstrates 

that those one would expect to care about a child the most have decided their lives would 

be better without this child.  Ben, it can be argued, was the Other before he was Ben. 

 This does not fully answer the question regarding Ben as the Other. Many 

children are born under less than desirable circumstances and yet once they are born, 

those children receive love and they thrive.  Until Ben actually enters the world, the 

only conclusion that can be made is that his family had a predisposition to regard Ben as 

the Other. That is, until Ben is born, the reader does not know if Ben will be the Other, 

the Outsider, or simply a child who, like all people, possesses both good and bad 

qualities.  The final classification, of course, is dependent upon the person performing 

the classification, as one person’s Other may be another person’s Outsider.  The text 
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provides us with insight into the environment into which Ben is born and his childhood, 

both of which impact upon the way in which Ben is viewed by those around him. 

 

The Other emerges 

The text makes clear that Ben is very different from other children. It should be 

mentioned that almost all of the differences between Ben and other children are portrayed 

negatively and the first difference becomes apparent when Harriet is in labor.  Despite 

being born nearly one month prematurely, Ben is not weak as other premature babies are. 

Rather, Ben is very strong; strong to the point that Harriet comments that the baby seems 

to be fighting its way out and that she knows she is bruised with “an enormous black 

bruise…and no one would ever know” (Lessing The Fifth Child 48).  Ben is the Other, 

yet in the beginning it is only those closest to him who are cognizant of the differences 

between him and other children.  During and immediately after the ordeal of labor, the 

nurse simply mentions that Ben is “a real little toughie” (Lessing The Fifth Child 48).  

The nurse does not perceive anything wrong or markedly different about Ben, which is 

evidence that Otherness is based on perceptions.  The nurse in the delivery room sees a 

very strong, energetic baby boy while Harriet sees a monster.  The reaction of other 

members of the family is important.  If Harriet’s feelings towards Ben are the result of a 

mere case of a mother failing to bond with a child, it could be expected that the reaction 

of other family members would be different.  That is, upon recognition of the fact that 

Harriet is having difficulty accepting and bonding with the baby, the usual reaction of the 

child’s father and older siblings would be to nurture and protect the small child.  This, as 

the text illustrates, is not the case.  Immediately after the birth, Ben’s father David 
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“looks dismayed” (Lessing The Fifth Child 48) as he remarks “He is a funny little chap” 

(Lessing The Fifth Child 48).  This short passage informs the reader that there is, in fact, 

something oddly different about Ben.  This difference goes beyond a mother exhausted 

from a difficult pregnancy who is having trouble bonding with her child.  David, too, 

senses that something about his newborn son is abnormal.  In the following sentence, 

Lessing describes Ben and in doing so, makes clear to the reader that Ben’s physical 

appearance does not correspond to a conventional definition of ‘a pretty baby’: 

  

He was not a pretty baby.  He did not look like a baby at all.  He had a 

heavy-shouldered hunched look, as if he were crouching there as he lay.  

His forehead sloped from his eyebrows to his crown…His hands were thick 

and heavy with pads of muscles in the palms (Lessing The Fifth Child 48). 

 

With this description Lessing clarifies beyond any doubt that Ben is different.  Ben is 

the Other.  He is not like other babies.  There is nothing cute about Ben.  He does not 

have rolls of baby-fat.  Ben has thick, strong, developed muscles.  It should be noted 

that the way in which Ben is described, that he is crouching with a sloped forehead, is 

entirely negative.  This is a fundamental distinction between the Other and the Outsider.  

The Other is depicted in a negative manner.  Ben’s Otherness extends, as he grows, to 

his relationship with the world around him.  At one point Ben kills the family pets. First 

he sneaks “past his sleeping parents, down the stairs, found the dog, killed it, and gone 

back up again, quietly, into his room, and shut the door…all that, by himself!” (Lessing 

The Fifth Child 62). Equally; “[t]hree months later, Mr. McGregor, the old grey cat, was 
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killed the same way. He had always been afraid of Ben…Ben must have stalked him or 

found him sleeping” (Lessing The Fifth Child 62).  The existence of Ben takes a toll on 

the family.  It could be argued that the descriptions of Ben’s behavior provide a more 

plausible reason for Harriet’s aversion to Ben than the possibility, as Sullivan and 

Greenberg suggest, that he may have heightened his mother’s sense of mortality.  The 

nuclear family’s idyllic life, that had been the cause of envy among the extended family, 

is now falling apart.  The family home which has functioned as a gathering place for the 

extended family to celebrate the holidays is, during a particular Christmas after Ben’s 

birth, “half empty” (Lessing The Fifth Child 62).  The members of the extended family 

wish to avoid the not-quite-human Ben who is now described as “alien, chilling…like a 

little troll or hobgoblin” (Lessing The Fifth Child 62).  Of all of the phenomena related 

to Ben’s otherness, the reaction of the other children in the family toward Ben is perhaps 

the most chilling. The other children, one at a time, leave the family in order to escape 

Ben. What is worth knowing is that when the children are told that Ben had gone to stay 

with someone, by which Harriet and David mean that Ben had been taken to an 

institution where he would be left, “four pairs of suspicious, apprehensive eyes became 

suddenly full of relief.  Hysterical relief.  The children danced about, unable to help 

themselves…” (Lessing The Fifth Child 76).  It can be argued that throughout the entire 

first book, there is almost no one who cares about Ben.  Ben’s mother does pay a group 

of hoodlums to look after him; however, there is evidence to suggest that, as far as the 

hoodlums are concerned, this is simply a financial transaction. Lessing informs the reader 

that looking after Ben is “…costing a good bit of money. John and his gang were having 

good times at the Lovatts’ expense” (Lessing The Fifth Child 94).   
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 The sole point at which Ben is shown anything resembling maternal love is 

when Harriet decides that she cannot allow Ben to die in the institution in which he had 

been left.  She drives long into the night in order to rescue Ben from certain death.  It 

cannot be said, however, that Harriet does not regret saving Ben.  Harriet remarks that 

“…if I had let him die, then all of us, would have been happy, but I could not do it, and 

therefore…” (Lessing The Fifth Child 131). 

Melani states that “The group which is defining the Other may be an entire 

society, a social class or a community within a society, a family, or even a high school 

clique or a neighborhood gang” (Melani).  Ben is seen as a lesser or inferior being by his 

family, both his nuclear family and his extended family as well as society.  The 

hoodlums who are paid to spend time with Ben refer to him as “Dopey, Dwarfey, Alien, 

Hobbit and Gremlin (Lessing The Fifth Child 94), yet John and his gang are the closest 

Ben has to friends. 

 

Ben’s purpose 

It can be concluded that the above text has established the character of Ben as the Other 

in Lessing’s The Fifth Child.  There are no positive attributes ascribed to the Other.  

The Other, it can be argued, is condemned to a position of isolation.  Just as the worst 

criminals are often kept in solitary confinement, so is the Other seen as a pariah who is 

isolated and apart from the rest of society. It can be argued that the entire purpose of the 

Other is to represent or to embody, all that is deemed negative and offensive by those 

who sit in judgment. That is, the Other could be seen as a projection of one’s worst fears 

or traits onto another.  The idea of what is termed ‘projection as construction’ can be 
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seen in the work of sociologist David Norman Smith, in which he discusses the reasons 

for the Nazi hatred of the Jews: 

 

This [projection as construction] is especially clear in the case of those 

assimilated European Jews who denied their basic Jewishness, yet were 

killed in the Holocaust along with all the others.  What mattered was not 

what they said or did, but how they were perceived and treated.  They 

discovered, to their woe, that they were the bearers of a lethal social status 

conferred upon them by anti-Semites.  Thus even their very "Jewishness" 

was, in a certain social sense, fabricated by their enemies (Smith 219). 

 

 Why then, did Lessing create the character of Ben?  Was Lessing attempting to provide 

a monster that would reflect society back onto itself?  It can be argued that Ben was 

created to provide any of a number of representations.  Christine De Vinne speculates 

that, in choosing the name Ben, Lessing “might intend it as a clipped form of Benedict, to 

identify the newest Lovatt as ‘blessed,’ from the Latin Benedictus, from bene and dicere 

‘to bless,’ name of the venerated founder of the Benedictine order” (De Vinne).  This, 

De Vinne theorizes, is further evidence of the uncanny Otherness of Ben.   

What, then, is Lessing’s purpose in creating this example of the Other?  

Lessing answers this question in an interview with the American Public Broadcasting 

Service: 

I wanted to write a version of that very ancient fable.  You know, the 

fairies put a-- an alien into the human cradle.  That was-- only, instead of 
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being a fairy, he's a throwback to some past race. And someone [who] 

would be perfectly viable on a hillside, in a cave somewhere. Put him into 

a-- a-- civilized life.  And of course, you would destroy it.  So, I created 

Ben (Moyers). 

 

It seems that Lessing consciously created Ben as the Other in order to 

introduce an iconoclastic presence into the novel.  This could be viewed as a former 

1960s Communist – Lessing – taking one more swipe at a bourgeois system with which 

she disagrees, but it would be simplistic to suggest that the sole reason Lessing created 

the character of Ben was in order to add a revolutionary spark to her work. If one 

examines other works by Lessing, for example her short story To Room Nineteen, it can 

be seen that Lessing’s use of characters who are outside the mainstream of society as a 

way of commenting on social problems that revolve around issues of depression, mental 

health and the inability to connect emotionally with other human beings is not limited to 

The Fifth Child and Ben in the World.  Pamela Moore states, regarding To Room 

Nineteen, that “Lessing legitimizes the depression that besets many women who work at 

home” (Moore).  Fundamentally, the main characters in all three of these works are 

people who are disconnected from other human beings.  In the case of the protagonist in 

To Room Nineteen, one interpretation is that the main character feels such a sense of 

isolation that she decides to commit suicide rather than continue a disconnected 

existence.  In the novel The Fifth Child, Ben is almost completely disconnected from 

those around him; however the sense of ambivalence and lack of emotional bonds are not 

limited to Ben. It is possible to argue that Harriet is also a victim, in that she has given 
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birth to a child who is called ‘a creature’ and her difficulties are met with a lack of 

interest from, or compassion by, those one would expect to demonstrate concern. This is 

apparent when her husband, Ben’s father, retreats to his office in order to avoid the 

situation at home.  This is made clear in the text when Lessing tells the reader that 

“David came back from work late, these days, and sometimes did not come at all” 

(Lessing The Fifth Child 124).  Likewise, the experts, whom one would expect to notice 

a problem as severe as a child being a genetic throwback, seem oblivious to Ben’s 

condition.  At one point Ben’s pediatrician tells Harriet that “[t]here’s obviously nothing 

much wrong with him” (Lessing The Fifth Child 55).  Thus, it can be argued that the 

purpose of Ben is to provide a vehicle to demonstrate the dysfunctional, disconnected 

relationships that are common in modern society.  That is, it could be concluded that 

Ben and the protagonist in To Room Nineteen are tools that illustrate the sense of 

isolation and otherness that permeates society in the late 20
th

 and early 21
st
 centuries. 

The theme of disenfranchisement and a lack of ability to emotionally 

connect with other human beings could be considered a central theme in The Fifth Child 

and Ben in the World.  As mentioned earlier, Harriet could be viewed as a victim whose 

own sense of isolation is illuminated through the introduction of the character Ben.  

Similarly, David’s actions can be viewed as emblematic of a sense of detachment and an 

emotionless existence that is often experienced in modern society.  Stranieri and 

Carabetta argue that modern society can be defined as an uncertain, individualized 

society (Stranieri and Carabetta 93).  They continue to argue that these elements “feed 

some sort of global uneasiness that conceals the depressive syndrome, understood as 

pathology of change” (Stranieri and Carabetta 93). That is, the very nature of an 
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individualistic modern society in which change occurs quickly contributes to a sense of 

isolation and loneliness.  The sense of disconnectedness that is seen throughout The 

Fifth Child extends beyond the Lovatts.  The medical professionals’ lack of engagement 

enables them to discount Harriet’s concerns.  

Muhammad Islam argues that “Ben, in the World narrates the eighteen-

year-old Ben’s struggles against a world controlled by the global capitalist system” 

(Islam 283). There is evidence that Islam’s reading is valid, as socio-economic status 

does play an important role in both novels.  This is made clear in The Fifth Child when 

Lessing describes in detail the family home and neighborhood.  Similarly a lack of 

socio-economic status is portrayed in Ben in the World by Lessing’s description of the 

life in the Brazilian favelas.  Islam, however, extends his analysis to the extreme when 

he states: 

 

The construct of the other in the west, often as popular anti-Christ figures, 

and the fear of the emergence of such creature(s)/individual(s) nearing the 

time of the apocalypse are in work here. The Fifth Child anticipates the 

emergence, witnesses the birth and coming to adolescence of the other, Ben. 

In Ben, in the World, Ben dies at the advent of a new millennium. Lessing 

potently recaptures here again another classic case: the tensed, anxious, and 

almost sickening wait—a dark desire for an ending—the awaiting of the 

apocalypse (Islam 286). 
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Islam seems to be attempting to make a connection between the character of Ben and 

religious mythology of the Anti-Christ and the end of the world.  This thesis suggests 

that an alternate interpretation, which can be supported throughout the course of both 

novels, is that the way in which Ben is perceived by other characters changes from 

viewing Ben as the Other to viewing him as an Outsider.  This change is significant 

because it demonstrates that although Ben has not changed extensively, the way he is 

viewed by those around him, and by extension the way the reader views Ben, has 

changed markedly.  The result of this change in perception is the difference between an 

isolated existence filled with loneliness and hopelessness and an existence in which one 

has the support and affection of other human beings. 

One can only theorize, as to the conceptual representation that is brought to 

the novel through the character of Ben.  The evidence in the text, however, does make 

clear that Ben, in this novel, is the Other.  The next section of this thesis will examine 

the sequel to The Fifth Child, Ben in the World.  It will be shown that the character of 

Ben evolves from being the Other to the Outsider.   

 

Ben in the World 

According to Melani:   

The outsider frequently overlaps with the Other, but they are not identical. 

The outsider has the possibility of being accepted by and incorporated into 

the group; offspring are very likely to be accepted into the group. The 

Other, however, is perceived as different in kind, as lacking in some 

essential trait or traits that the group has; offspring will inherit the same 
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deficient nature and be the Other also.  Therefore the Other and the 

offspring of the Other may be doomed forever to remain separate, never to 

become part of the group--in other words, to be the Other forever. (Melani) 

 

In order to determine if Ben’s character is portrayed as an Outsider, one 

must first determine what it means to be an Outsider.  A review of the literature 

regarding the term Outsider, will inevitably lead one to the classic 1956 study by Colin 

Wilson.  It can be argued that Wilson’s work is the first authoritative examination of the 

specific traits which are common to Outsiders, and as such, Wilson provides an excellent 

starting point for a discussion regarding a working definition of the term. In his text, 

which is aptly titled The Outsider, Wilson divides the term Outsider into nine different 

subtypes which offer insight into the thought processes of an Outsider.  Portions of these 

subtypes, as will be shown in this thesis, are applicable to Ben.  This thesis suggests that 

the fact that the Outsider has the possibility of being accepted by and incorporated into 

the group is a critical point in the distinction between the Other and the Outsider.  It can 

be argued that it is not merely a possibility but rather can be considered common.  It is 

true that this group may be a group of fellow misfits; however, it is a group nonetheless.  

This is a fundamental difference between the Other and the Outsider.  The Outsider is 

able to find companionship and to some extent acceptance as well as affection, while the 

Other, as Melani points out is “…doomed forever to remain separate, never to become 

part of the group…”.  The Other is unable to find solace in the company of like-minded 

cohorts.  It needs to be clarified that this thesis takes the position that when Melani 

writes the Other is “doomed forever to remain separate,” she is referring to the Other’s 
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relationship with a particular group or segment of society.  It is possible for one to be 

considered an Other by one segment of society and simultaneously be considered an 

Outsider by another segment of society.  It can be argued that this distinction can be 

found in Wilson’s study although Wilson does not argue the point as clearly and 

succinctly as Melani.  This thesis proffers that Lessing changes the focus from 

hopelessness in The Fifth Child to the possibility of acceptance and inclusion in Ben in 

the World.  In so doing, Lessing moves from portraying Ben as the Other to portraying 

Ben as an Outsider. 

As mentioned earlier, a fundamental difference between the Other and the 

Outsider is the fact that the Outsider frequently achieves membership in a group. That is, 

the Outsider is able to locate and make contact with people who genuinely care about 

him/her. This is something the Other is incapable of achieving. Thus, in order to bolster 

the claim made throughout this thesis that the character of Ben evolves from the Other in 

The Fifth Child to the Outsider in Ben in the World, it is important to demonstrate that 

there has been a fundamental transformation with regard to Ben’s ability to interact with 

others. 

 As has been shown in the first of the two novels, Ben lacks any type of real 

friendship.  Ben’s siblings dance with joy when they learn that he has been removed 

from the home.  Ben’s father’s exhibits a negative reaction towards Ben from the 

moment he sees the newly born baby in the hospital.  The hoodlums who are paid to 

look after Ben refer to him by derogatory nicknames and command him to fetch things 

for them.  It is true that Harriet does save Ben from certain death at an institution; 

however, it is also true that Harriet regrets saving him and mentions that life would be 
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better, or at least the family would have been happier, if she had allowed Ben to die 

(Lessing The Fifth Child 131).  What is lacking in The Fifth Child are people who truly 

care for Ben. 

 The first person with whom Ben forms a bond in the second novel is an old 

woman whom he meets in a supermarket.  The woman realizes that Ben is a “controlled 

explosion of furious needs, hungers and frustrations…” (Lessing Ben, in the World 11).  

This woman, Mrs. Biggs, begins to look after Ben.  She feeds him, gives him a place to 

sleep and even bathes him (Lessing Ben, in the World 9).  Ben realizes that Mrs. Biggs 

cares for him and he trusts her.  It is noteworthy that Ben trusts Mrs. Biggs more than he 

trusts his own mother.  A possible explanation for this could be that while his mother 

allows Ben to be taken to an institution in which he is expected to die, Mrs. Biggs shows 

Ben nothing but kindness.  Her death presents Ben in a very human light. As an Other, 

one might expect Ben’s reaction to be an emotionless response.  There is no mention of 

Ben exhibiting any kind of empathy in the first novel.  This is not how Ben’s reaction to 

Mrs. Biggs’ death is described.  Instead, Ben the Outsider’s reaction to the old woman’s 

death is: “He’s upset…Ben was so unhappy he would not talk, did not want to eat, could 

only sit there, not moving.  It was an unhappiness that would never leave him now” 

(Lessing Ben, in the World 74). Thus, the portrayal of Ben the Other, the monster from 

the first novel has been replaced in the sequel by a Ben that is capable of human feelings. 

 Mrs. Biggs is not the sole person who develops an affection for Ben.  Ben 

also makes the acquaintance of a prostitute named Rita. Ben’s relationship with Rita 

begins as a customer; however, it soon develops into a friendship. This is explicitly stated 

when Lessing writes: “With this girl, Rita, he knew she liked him, and had liked what he 
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did” (Lessing Ben, in the World 38).  The fact that both Mrs. Biggs and Rita like Ben is 

revealed early in the novel, is important.  This demonstrates, at the beginning of the 

story, that the way Ben is viewed in this novel is fundamentally different from the way 

Ben is perceived in The Fifth Child.  In The Fifth Child, Ben is depicted almost 

exclusively in a negative light.  In the sequel, Lessing informs the reader within forty-

five pages that Ben has people who care about him.  Both of these women are able to 

see something in Ben which others cannot.  Rita insists to her pimp that “Ben was nice, 

he was just a bit different from other people, that’s all” (Lessing Ben, in the World 45). 

  The fact that people do care about Ben is evidence that Ben is part of a 

group if one considers, as does this thesis, that three people constitute a group.  Ben as 

the Other was alone, even the people, such as John and his gang, who spend time with 

him do so for their own benefit.  Ben as the Outsider has been accepted by Mrs. Biggs 

and Rita the prostitute.   

 As the novel progresses, the reader learns that Ben gains the affection and 

acceptance of yet another female, Teresa.  The first time Ben meets Teresa, he knows 

that she is very kind because “he could feel she was” (Lessing Ben, in the World 90).  

This is significant, because the first novel is devoid of any reference to Ben simply 

sensing or feeling kindness emanate from another character.  Granted, Ben is not 

popular; although being cared for by even a few other people is preferable to being cared 

for by no one.  The Other is friendless.  The Outsider is, at least, able to find 

friendship.  It can be argued that the friendships Ben develops are exclusively with 

fellow misfits and Outsiders.  This thesis proffers that the personal circumstances of 

one’s friends in no way diminishes the depth of the emotional connection or the validity 
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of that connection. It should be noted that although Lessing’s focus has changed from 

The Fifth Child, in which Ben is friendless and alone, to Ben in the World, in which Ben 

is able to find people who accept and care for him, Lessing has not entirely abandoned 

the theme of loneliness and isolation in the 20
th
 century.  The character of Teresa 

exemplifies the problems experienced by many who are outside of the mainstream of 

society.  Teresa is a girl who grew up in extreme poverty. She becomes a prostitute, at 

an early age, out of necessity.  Teresa lacks a formal education and is considered to be 

insignificant and meaningless by more educated members of society.  This is evidenced 

by the fact that her only truly romantic relationship in the novel is with Alfredo, a man 

who comes from her hometown and has a similar background. Throughout the story 

every other physical relationship Teresa experiences is based on her desire to obtain 

something, be it money, food, or a place to live from people who are more educated and 

financially secure than she. A significant difference between The Fifth Child and Ben in 

the World is the fact that Teresa does rise out of poverty.  She does manage to break free 

from her life as a prostitute and in the end she does find love and acceptance.  The Fifth 

Child does not present a character who, like Teresa, is able to transition from Other to 

Outsider. 

 Human beings are social animals and one’s sense of identity is often deeply 

connected with the community to which one belongs.  Almost all people have a need or 

at least a desire to be part of a group. It can be supposed that this affinity for group 

membership has been engrained into mankind’s genetic structure. Our prehistoric 

ancestors realized that belonging to a group increased the probability of one’s survival.  

The character of Ben exhibits this need to belong. As shall be discussed in the next 
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section, Ben the Other is not concerned with finding people to whom he is similar while 

Ben the Outsider is almost exclusively engaged in an effort to find, as Ben states, “people 

like me” (Lessing Ben, in the World 126).  This thesis suggests that one of the primary 

differences between the Other and the Outsider is that the Outsider has a community; that 

is, an Outsider is a member of a group. Granted the very nature of being an outsider 

suggests that the group will be limited; however, it can be argued that three people on the 

fringes of society constitute a group, albeit a small group.  

 

Ben’s people 

In his study on the Outsider, Wilson devotes an entire chapter to what he terms the 

question of identity.  Wilson argues that “the Outsider is not sure who he is.” Wilson 

continues “He has found an ‘I’, but it is not his true ‘I’. His main business is to find his 

way back to himself” (Wilson 147).  This, it can be argued, is the crux of Ben in the 

World.  The majority of the novel is concerned with Ben, attempting to find people who 

love him. This culminates with an attempt to locate a tribe of people who are similar to 

Ben.  It can be argued that the Other has little emotional connection with people, while 

the Outsider is able to achieve such a connection, even if those people are outside the 

mainstream of society. This is true of Ben’s character in Ben in the World; he does have 

the care and affection of various other characters. Each of the people who genuinely like 

and accept Ben are themselves Outsiders.  Two of these people are prostitutes, one of 

whom has herself been the victim of abuse and suffered the degrading effects of 

discrimination as an uneducated poverty stricken girl who was raised in the favelas of 

Brazil.  The third of Ben’s caregivers is an elderly recluse who lives with her cat. 
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 The book The Outsider defines the goal of an Outsider to be “to find a way 

back to himself” (Wilson 147). Wilson was writing figuratively; however, in Ben in the 

World, the character Ben literally goes in search of people similar to himself. Ben 

comments to Teresa and her friend Alfredo: “I don’t have any people. I am not like my 

family –at home. They are different from me.  I’ve never seen anyone like me” (Lessing 

Ben, in the World 126).  Alfredo tells Ben: “I’ve seen people like you” (Lessing Ben, in 

the World 126).  This revelation produces such a reaction of tearful joy from Ben that 

Alfredo simply cannot continue. Alfredo means that he had seen cave drawings of 

primitive prehistoric people which resemble Ben.  Alfredo is “awed into silence” by 

Ben’s reaction (Lessing Ben, in the World 126).  The problem becomes much more 

serious when Ben pleads with Alfredo to take him to see those people which can be 

viewed as corresponding to Wilson’s identification of the primary goal of the Outsider, 

Ben the Outsider attempting to “find a way back to himself” (Wilson 147).  Eventually, 

Ben is taken to see the cave drawings and upon realizing that there are no people who 

resemble him physically, he kills himself by jumping off a cliff.  Ben, it can be argued, 

succumb to the devastating effects of loneliness and the knowledge that he lacks a 

connection to others like himself when he gives in to, as Wilson states, “the Outsider’s 

obsession with pain and death” (Wilson 84).  It can be argued that despite Ben’s status 

as an Outsider, which is based on the idea that “the outsider has the possibility of being 

accepted by and incorporated into the group” (Melani), in the end it is Ben’s image of 

himself as the Other, that is, Ben’s perception of himself “as different in kind, as lacking 

in some essential trait or traits that the group has” (Melani) that prompts him to commit 
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suicide.  The critical point is that Ben’s decision to commit suicide is based on his 

perception.   

 

Conclusion 

Literature, it can be argued, is “a criticism of life” (Premchand).  If, as it is suggested in 

this thesis, the primary distinction between the Other and the Outsider is based on one’s 

perception of a given group or individual, then as has been shown in The Fifth Child and 

Ben in the World, the classification of an individual or a group as either an Other or an 

Outsider is susceptible to change.   

The overarching theme of this thesis is that there exist two similar notions 

regarding the social nature of human beings. These two classifications, that both involve 

one’s relationship with others, are related but not identical.  Furthermore, neither 

classification is static. It is possible for an individual to move from one classification to 

the other.  The way one is viewed is often connected to the environment.  In one 

setting, with one group of people one may be considered an Other while when in a 

different location with different people, one may be considered an Outsider. The first of 

these two classifications is the notion of the Other while the second is the idea of the 

Outsider. As pointed out earlier, “[t]he outsider frequently overlaps with the Other, but 

they are not identical” (Melani). Stated another way, both the Other and the Outsider 

share certain characteristics.  The foremost of these is that both are deviants from the 

norms of the dominant social group.  While this deviance may result in feelings of 

isolation and a sense of despondency within the Other or the Outsider, there are other 

factors which separate the two classifications.  The primary factor is the existence of a 
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support group. The Outsider is cared about and there are people who genuinely admire 

the Outsider.  The Other has no admirers. The Other is alone. In the case of Ben Lovatt, 

there is no one answer to the question of how he should be classified.  The answer 

depends entirely upon which novel is being discussed.  It is clear that in The Fifth Child, 

Ben is an Other.  He is almost exclusively referred to in negative terms. Ben has no 

genuine friends and those who should care for him the most are of the opinion that life 

would be better if Ben had not been born.   

The novel Ben in the World, however, portrays Ben in a different light.  

Certainly, Ben, in the second novel, has not become a part of mainstream society.  It is 

not possible to argue that Ben is at all popular. The primary change that has occurred is 

that, in the second novel, Ben has found people who care for him. Ben has made friends.  

Granted, the types of friendships Ben has are not typical of most human beings. Ben is 

not capable of passionately discussing philosophical issues. Ben is capable of feeling a 

bond with another person. This is clear from the text when Ben, talking about Rita, says: 

“he knew she liked him…” (Lessing Ben, in the World 38).   

It is often the case that the Outsider develops friendships with others who 

are considered to be deviants from the standpoint of mainstream society. It could be 

argued that the social standing of the Outsider’s friends is irrelevant. The important 

aspect to consider is the fact that friendship exists. It is the existence of friendship and the 

fact that one is cared for by others that justifies the classification of Outsider. 

Ultimately, Ben commits suicide. This thesis proffers that the primary 

reason for Ben’s death is the fact that he, perceives himself as the Other and as such, is 

unable to continue living. Lessing seems to be telling the reader that the character Ben 
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must have deemed it better to die than to continue living such a marginalized existence. If 

Ben had been able to view himself as an Outsider rather than as an Other, the story may 

have ended differently.  It can be argued that the only true difference between the Other 

and the Outsider lies in the mind. That is, to some characters in the novels, Ben is an 

Other, while other characters view Ben as an Outsider. Put in another context, some 

people view others as the personification of evil while different individuals view the 

same people in a positive light.  Was Ben an Other or an Outsider?  Ben was both.  

His family viewed him as an Other while Rita, Teresa, and Mrs. Biggs viewed Ben as an 

Outsider.  This thesis has argued that there are key differences between the Other and 

the Outsider. The most important of the differences is that the Outsider has the ability to 

emotionally connect with other human beings and assimilate, to an extent, into a group 

which provides the Outsider with the social foundation that is important to human beings.  

The Other is not able to connect with other people. Interestingly, the classification of the 

Other is not static. Classification as the Other, is based upon the way in which one is 

perceived and perceptions are subject to change. This thesis has shown that the characters 

in The Fifth Child perceived Ben as the Other. Ben was isolated and friendless.  

Conversely, while the character Ben has actually changed very little in Ben in the World, 

he is perceived much differently.  Rita the prostitute succinctly illustrates the change in 

perception from Other to Outsider when she states: “Ben was nice, he was just a bit 

different from other people, that’s all” (Lessing Ben, in the World 45) The perception that 

is most critical, however, is Ben’s self-perception. Ultimately Ben is unable to perceive 

himself as anything but the Other.     
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